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CHAPTER ONE 

Candle and Oil Reference Table 

Includes:  

 38 most common goals to work with  

 Moon cycles to perform a spell or a ritual at. On page 5 see Moon 

Cycles correspondence poster “Moons for Spell Work” 

 Candle colours associated with each goal  

 Element associated with each spell/ritual in line with the colour and 

goal 

 Essential oils to be used with specific goals  
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GOAL MOON 

CYCLE 

COLOUR ELEMENT OIL 

Abundance Full Green/copper/gold Earth  Bay; patchouli  

Balance Waxing Silver/brown Earth and Air  Lavender; rose 

Banish negativity Full or waning  Black/white/purple Water, Fire, Air  Lavender  

Blessing Waxing moon  White/lavender/blue Water and Fire  Cypress; rose; 

rosemary  

Business success Full  Purple/red/copper Earth and Fire  Bay; peppermint 

Change Waxing Dark blue/yellow Fire, Water peppermint 

Communication Waxing Yellow/white Water, Fire  Sage  

Confidence Waxing Orange/red/yellow Earth, Fire  Jasmine  

Creativity Waxing Orange/yellow Water  Rose; patchouli 

Drawing love Waxing Pink/white/red Water  Patchouli; rose 

Drawing power Full Red/orange/gold Fire, Earth  Basil; citrus; 

Patchouli 

Employment Full Orange/brown  Fire, Earth Peppermint  

Energy Full Gold/red Fire, Earth  Cinnamon, 

citrus lemon, 

lime, orange; 

frankincense; 

pine 

Fearlessness Waxing Red/orange Fire, Earth  Cinnamon  

Fertility Waxing Green/brown Earth, Water  Patchouli  

Friendship Full God/pink/brown  Citrus lemon; 

rose  

Happiness Waxing Yellow/pink/gold Water, Air  Lavender; rose 

Health Full Light blue/pink/green Earth, Water  Cedar; 

frankincense; 

lavender; tee 

tree; pine 

Inspiration Waxing Yellow/orange Water, Air  Frankincense; 

Sage 

Legal matters Waxing Black/orange/purple Fire, Earth  Cinnamon; 

patchouli 
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Love Full Pink/green/red Water  Jasmine; Rose  

Luck Waxing  Orange/silver/gold  Basil; Patchouli 

Memory Waxing Yellow/black/violet Air, Fire  Peppermint; 

Rosemary 

Mental clarity Waxing Yellow/orange Air, Fire  Bay; 

peppermint; 

rosemary 

Money Waxing Green/gold/red Earth  Cinnamon  

Peace Full White/black/pink Water, Air  Cedar; cypress; 

lavender; rose  

Promotion Waxing Orange/purple/yellow Earth, Fire  peppermint 

Protection Waxing White/black/purple Fire, Earth  Pine; rosemary 

Releasing past Waning Black/violet/purple Earth, Water  Lavender  

Self-cleansing Full Black/white Water, Earth  Cypress; cedar; 

sandalwood  

Strength Full Red/orange/gold Earth, Fire Cinnamon; 

cedar; pine 

Success Waxing or full Orange/gold/violet Earth, Fire  bay 

Wisdom Waxing Purple/indigo/yellow Air  Orange 

Ward negative 

energy 

Waning White/black/indigo  Fire, Air, Water Lavender; sage; 

sandalwood  

Enlightenment Waxing White/yellow Air Frankincense; 

jasmine  

Inner vision Waxing Silver/grey/lavender/black Air, Water, Fire Basil; cedar; 

jasmine; sage   

Otherworld Full Lavender/grey Earth, Fire Basil; 

frankincense; 

lavender  

Meditation  Full White/silver/dark 

blue/indigo  

Water, Air  Cedar; orange 
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FIGURE 1 – Moon cycles for spell work  
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INTRODUCTION  

By popular demand I have created this short e-guide with a specific focus on 

candle and oil magic.  

The course includes the following elements:  

- Candle colours and their associations (see table)  

- Elements associations (see table)  

- Moon cycles for each spell with coloured candles (see table)  

- Inscribing candles  

- Making magic oils 

- Dressing a candle 

- Preparing for magic  

 

Preparing for Magic Tools and Techniques  

 Journal  

 Creating an altar/sacred space  

 Breathing 

 Meditative visualisation 

 Setting intention  

 Creating a circle 

 Calling in Elements 
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MAGIC JOURNAL/THE BOOK OF SHADOWS  

Find a special journal or create one yourself for recording visualisations, 

drawings, notes, writing your observations on feelings and experiences and, 

of course, your spells. This journal will be your companion on your sacred 

journey through magic as you build up your practice.  

Choose it intuitively if you go shopping for one, see what attracts you and 

reflect on why, explore what it might mean and what it says about you – write 

it down as your first entry in the journal. It is an exciting start and a 

preparation for all things to come.  

CREATING YOUR SACRED SPACE 

Explore your house energetically looking for a place/s you feel most relaxed, 

comfortable and joyous in. It might be the whole room or a particular corner 

in a room or a house/flat. Explore the energy of the space when you come 

across it, does it match your own highest vibration? Sit still in the space 

absorbing the energy. Once you find that special place you might then want 

to create an altar or simply visualise a circle where you see yourself working 

your magic. You can do as much or as little as you like, entirely up to you. 

You will have an answer about what you need to do once you find that space 

– trust me. If you receive a message to create an altar, you will also have a 

feeling for what sort of items you might want to display on it, e.g. candles, 

flowers, crystals, tree bark or leaves, jewellery, Tarot cards, anything you like.  
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There are no rules here and it can be quite fun doing these exercises, which 

put you in touch with your intuition and working with vibrations. Creating an 

altar is not compulsory.  

You might be one of those people to whom doing magic outside can be more 

appealing and it is often the case, however, for many it is a combination of 

the two working inside and outside, myself included.  

The same goes for the outside space, do you live near a river, woods, a park 

or mountains? What place are you drawn towards, if any? For example for me 

I have a tiny room in my house where I do magic on the floor. I like small 

spaces, it makes me feel contained.  

 

I don’t have an altar in that space, but I have a small altar in another room, 

which I don’t often change. Another space is in one corner of my garden, 

something I recognised straight away as soon as I saw it and walked past it (I 

also found a few magical objects buried in that corner through the years, 

including my cauldron) and one more place for me is in the woodlands across 

the road. There are as many variations as there are beings. The main thing 

here is the joy of exploring and creating something for you through tapping 

into what vibrates the highest for you and shines the brightest.  
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BREATHING - allowing your mind reach a state between thoughts and body 

relaxed into a state of no time and space.  

In magic this is a number one step/tool to help you enter into a state of altered 

consciousness. In order to meditate and visualise correctly you must breathe 

correctly. It is the most basic of exercises and also the easiest. There is also a 

chance here to discover more of your own elemental nature, i.e. which element 

you might associate most strongly with. You might not be aware, but through 

exploring elements breaths (below), it will get revealed to you. Enjoy exploring.  

Classic breath, most common (Water) 

For breathing exercises assume a comfortable position in your sacred space, 

which you had found by now, either sitting down or lying down and focus on 

breathing deeply involving your diaphragm and filling your lungs to the full with 

air. Relax your body and inhale through your nose filling up your lungs to the 

count of three, four or five, whatever is comfortable, then hold it for a few 

seconds and release. Never go pass the level of comfort. Perform this several 

times firmly holding your attention on your breath and the physical experience 

of breathing.  

Elements breathing can also correspond (if you wish to do so) to the elements 

you choose to work with in your spells. For now, go ahead and explore 

elements breaths and see what you find comfortable, or you can simply 

assume a classic Water breath (up to you).  
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FIGURE 3 - Elements breaths  
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As you breathe visualise each element, e.g. while doing an EARTH BREATH, 

visualise yourself sitting or lying on the ground, in the grass, anywhere in 

contact with the Earth, walking barefoot in the mud, being under the ground 

and observe what that feels like to you. Do you enjoy it or do you reject it, is 

it a nice sensation or is it uncomfortable? 

Do the same with each element.  

While doing a FIRE BREATH, imagine yourself in a Fire, surrounded by Fire 

or being around fire, jumping through fire, etc. What do you feel? Is it a nice 

sensation or do you want it to stop? Are you afraid to step into a fire or does 

it feel invigorating and energising? 

The same with Water and Air, e.g. swimming or being under water and for Air 

imagine yourself in the air flying, is it scary or is it freeing?  

Once you’ve gone through all breaths make notes or draw a picture of all of 

your experiences (having a visual can be very revealing and tell a story you 

might not have been aware of). Make notes in your journal if you wish.  
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ELEMENTS SIGNIFICANCE IN MAGIC 

The universe is seen as a whole and within us all there are natural elements 

derived from nature like Fire, Water, Air and Earth. In magic Elements are 

deities, which assist us in magical workings, in spells working and rituals. 

They are very important and have correspondences with certain spells, 

colours and each have a direction when working in a circle (see Figure 4 

below). Each element also carries a set of certain qualities, which we can all 

find in nature and within ourselves. Magic workers are devoted to the 

Elements and treat them with respect and love. At casting our circle we 

invite them in to aid our magic work and at closing the circle we thank 

them. 
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FIGURE 4 
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VISUALISATION – magic/creative imagination mixed with your inner 

divinity and intuition, creating things in your mind’s eye. 

This is the most basic and also the most advanced technique for doing magic. 

It is a powerful magical tool to create what you want in your mind’s eye. You 

can also think of it as setting your intention on what your desired outcome is 

to be, e.g. (a spell for Peace, Luck, Success, etc.). Make it clear in your mind 

what your need and intention is, e.g. you wish for Peace in your heart, or 

for Peace in the World. You would like more Success for your business or 

Luck for your loved ones in their endeavours, exams, e.g. The more 

specific you are the better I find, but of course, some goals are general like 

World Peace, e.g. and you might be drawn to do a spell generically. 

Visualisation as a tool and technique has powers to change our lives and 

attitudes. The magic of it lies in what you can create that is currently non-

existent, but by set your intention into it you can manifest it through spells. 

This is a very important technique to practice every day if you are to advance 

in your practice.  

Sitting comfortably with your back straight, well-supported with your hands on 

your knees palms up and fingers relaxed start with your breathing to enter a 

different state of consciousness, meditative state and imagine what you wish 

to create. Hold the image firmly in your focus, observe it, what it looks like, what 

it feels like, e.g. a healed wound or a soul mate walking towards you, or a letter 

with good news.  
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Whatever you set your intention on, hold positivity in mind and faith that you 

can manifest what you desire and harm no one in the process.  

The focus is on pure heart and gratitude, e.g. when thinking of money the 

focus should always be on abundance and gratitude for what you already have 

rather than a lack of something, so when performing a prosperity/money spell, 

e.g. you are advised to focus on inviting more into your life, spelling out your 

specific needs and asking for help to create more abundance in your life. 

Please ensure your candle/oils/elements and moon cycle correspond (see 

Table Page 2)  
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CASTING A CIRCLE AND CALLING IN 

DIETIES  

Techniques and exercises outlined above are elements to use when preparing 

to perform a spell or a ritual. Once you have all your materials ready you can 

cast a circle. You can call in The God and The Goddess and all the Elementals. 

You can use SILVER candle for the Goddess and GOLDEN one for the God.  

In your sacred place using visualization and breathing start walking nine 

times around or simply draw a circle around yourself with Athame (a knife 

reserved for magic and ceremonial work) or whatever method you might have 

been using already. Ensure all your items are already in the circle. You may 

choose to oil and dress your candle before casting a circle or do it once you 

finished casting it. I do it beforehand.  

Then place all your items accordingly within a circle. Please consult Table 

below for Elements directions. Pay particular attention to the Elements, which 

correspond to the spell you are performing. Light your oiled candle, place it in 

the middle and visualise your intention and your wishes manifesting holding 

LOVE and GRATITUDE in your heart at ALL times.  
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DRESSING A CANDLE 

You need to have all items to be used in a spell or a ritual ready before you 

start your magical working. So 

 select a goal 

 visualise 

 select a candle and corresponding oils and dress it accordingly 

See below:  

Oils can be rubbed on a candle for the appropriate goal for spell work 

To simply dress is from centre to either end top or bottom – Full Moon 

correspondence  

From top to bottom to draw (something you want to invite, more of) – Waxing 

moon correspondence  

From bottom to top to banish (something you want to let go, release, banish) 

– Waning moon correspondence  

*Oils are flammable, so please use with care  

In place of oils or in addition to dressing your candles with oils you can 

burn an incense while performing a spell in a corresponding oil, e.g. 

cinnamon or sage incense  

If for whatever reason you are missing a specific colour of candle at the time 

of needing to perform a spell, use white candle, it works with all spells and a 

good all-around substitute.  
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FIGURE 5 - Small white spell candle (universal use)  

 

You do not have to use all oils listed for one goal, you can choose one or mix 

two or all, if you have. Use your intuition and, perhaps, a sense of smell and 

whatever you are drawn to at the time of performing your spell or a ritual, 

use that.  

 

Here’s an example: 
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A spell for PEACE  

- Full Moon 

- Using white candle 

- Elements of Air and Water  

- Lavender Oil dressed from the centre either way according to the Full 

Moon correspondence (see Table Page 2)  
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FIGURE 5 - Setting up for candle oiling prior to casting a circle  
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FIGURE 6 - Taking oil out 

 

FIGURE 7 - Oiling the candle 
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FIGURE 8 - Final Spell set up  
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You can see I used Athame to cast my circle. I used crystals for each Elemental 

corner. You can select your own, which you are drawn to in your association 

with each element. Air and Water are the predominant Elements for this spell, 

so I have incense for Ait and a small bowl of Water for Water corner. I also 

have two calling cards I created (included with this guide). My candle is oiled 

and lit and once this is done I will sit in visualisation quietly setting my 

intention and visualising my end goal.  

Afterwards I close the circle by moving my Athame in the opposite direction 9 

times or walking the other direction 9 times. I thank each deity for assisting 

me in my work, e.g. all the Elements and The God and the Goddess.  

LET YOUR CANDLE BURN OUT! Dispose safely either wrap up and throw out 

in the trash or return to the Earth.  

CONCLUSION  

I hope you found this e-guide helpful in starting your own practice of candle 

and oil magic. Wishing Love and light and joyful manifestation!  

Please do contact me if you need to either through my Facebook page or 

through my Blog  

Much Love & Blessings!  

Raw Pagan  

Natalia  

http://rawpagan.com 
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The Elements Calling cards to be used in your spells and rituals  
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